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Item Text

Option Text 1

Can the Speech Act theory be related to drama? No

What is literary stylistics?

Use of classic literature in the
interpretation of texts

Pragmatic Stylistics' (2006) is written by ........... J.L.Austin
Stylistics can also be termed as ...
wide reading
Literary stylistics can be termed as .......

A study of literature

Stylistics incorporates .....
Reader response stylistics evaluates literature
from the point view of .......................

rhetoric

Conceit means............... .

Writer
a direct comparison between
things that are different

Option Text 2
Yes
Use of linguistic
technique in the
interpretation of literary
text
David Crystal
scanning
A study literature from
literary perspective
myth
individual response of
readers
an indirect comparison
between things that are
different

Which one among the following is an example When I consider how my light is All other fair, like
of Simile?
spent
flowers untimely fade.
What is neologism ?
Who among the following critics traced the
transmission of poetic diction from Spencer to
Bridges?
The term ‘foregrounding’ has been translated
from which one of the following terms ?

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

May be

May not be

Use of mythology in
the interpretation of
texts

Use of history in
the interpretation
of texts

Roger Fowler
skimming
A study of psychology
and linguistics
paraphrase

Elizabeth Black
close reading
A study of
criticism
language

text

autobiographer

a heterogeneous
comparison

a homogenous
comparison

But ours so truly
parallel, Though
infinite, can never

Puffs, powders,
patches, bibles,
billet-doux.

Use of deviant grammar

Coining of new words to
Blending
fit in a context

Assimilation

Chatman (1978

Gromm (1955)

Jameson (1981)

Spitzer (1948)

aktualisace

ictus

arte

verbum

the breaking of
normal rules of
linguistic structure
Use of new
concepts

What is deviation?

changing topics

use of inventive ideas

use of new concepts

What is internal deviation?

The features within a text that
differ from the expected

Use of inventive ideas

A variation from
normal usage

Lexical deviation

Grammatical deviation

Phonological deviation Dialectal deviation

Use of innovative ideas

Use of literary devices

Use of difficult ideas

Use of simple

Setting

Speech

Theme

Figures of speec

characters in the drama

actions in the drama

themes in the drama

quasi-speech act

direct speech act

indirect speech act

settings in the
drama
real speech act

drama

myth

legend

newspaper

What kind of deviation is used in the expression
‘heydeguyes’ (a type of dance) in Spenser’s The
Shepheardes Calender?
What is creativity?
What is the distinguished feature of Dramatic
Monologue?
The use of active voice focuses on
.......................... .
Ohmann (1971) defined literature generally as...
Culpeper and McIntyre (2010) demonstrate a
holistic approach to the analysis of .............

